
Are You Ready for 
the Future of IT?



“The Nexus of Forces describes the  
convergence and mutual reinforcement  
of four interdependent trends: social  
interaction, mobility, cloud, and information. 
The forces combine to empower individuals 
as they interact with each other and their  
information through well-designed  
ubiquitous technology.”

Gartner, The Nexus of Forces: Social, Mobile, Cloud, and Information 
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The opportunity:  
Expanding  
business value

The next great wave  
of growth is the  
Internet of Everything. 

More people, processes, data and things are connecting.  
Creating compelling experiences, new markets, greater efficiency and more. 

Behind this great wave are massive shifts in technology and consumption models. Cloud, security, 
mobility and programmable networks are all driving different business models and compelling 
opportunities. Where information lives, and how it’s accessed, is changing dramatically. People 
demand more, and can do more on their own. 

IT leaders must embrace this new model, making themselves more strategic and more nimble — a 
source of innovation and transformation across their entire organization.
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GLOBAL MOBILE M2M TRAFFIC IS ON 
PACE TO GROW NEARLY 24-FOLD, 
FROM 24 PETABYTES PER MONTH IN 
2012 TO 563 PETABYTES PER MONTH 
BY 2017 [CISCO 2013 VNI MOBILE]

THERE WILL BE 25 BILLION 
DEVICES CONNECTED TO THE 
INTERNET BY 2015 AND 50 
BILLION BY 2020. THIS 
GROWTH IS THE EQUIVALENT 
OF 3.5 DEVICES (THOSE 
THAT WE KNOW OF TODAY) 
FOR EVERY PERSON 
ON THE PLANET 
[CISCO IBSG] 

TWO-THIRDS OF ALL MOBILE 
TRAFFIC WILL BE VIDEO BY 2015, AND 
AN ADDITIONAL 20% OF THIS TRAFFIC 
WILL BE DEVOTED TO BOTH THE 
MOBILE WEB AND MOBILE DATA 
[CISCO 2012 VNI] 

BY 2015, THE WORLD’S 
MOBILE WORKER POPULATION 

IS EXPECTED TO REACH 
1.3B PEOPLE, OR NEARLY 38% 

OF THE TOTAL WORKFORCE [IDC] 

THERE WILL BE A $100 BILLION 
MARKET FOR CLOUD BY 2015 [“SIZING 
THE CLOUD,” STEFAN RIED AND HOLGER 
KISKER, FORRESTER RESEARCH]  

CURRENTLY, 99.4% OF PHYSICAL OBJECTS 
THAT MAY ONE DAY BE PART OF IOE ARE 
STILL UNCONNECTED [CISCO IBSG]

NEARLY TWO BILLION 
CONNECTED DEVICES WILL SHIP 
WORLDWIDE BY 2016 [IDC] 

GLOBAL IP TRAFFIC WILL INCREASE 
NEARLY FOURFOLD FROM 2011 TO 

2016, REACHING ROUGHLY 
110 EXABYTES PER MONTH. 

THAT AMOUNT OF MONTHLY TRAFFIC 
IS EQUIVALENT TO NEARLY 27 BILLION 

DVDS, 26 TRILLION MP3 SONGS OR 
780 QUADRILLION TEXT MESSAGES 

[CISCO 2013 VNI] 

Massive growth is happening
Internet of Things
Billions of devices, sensors and things are connecting  
for the first time, fueling insight and innovation.

Cloud
Cloud computing is improving and fueling growth in  
network access, making it easier to share resources  
and deliver services. 

Data
The variety, velocity and volume of data more than  
doubles every two years.

Mobility
Mobile usage has become the workplace norm, increasing 
innovation and productivity.

Security 
New technology trends protect business and customer  
data from disruptions and emerging threats.



The mandate:
Fast IT
As the role of IT leaders changes, navigating this increasingly complex landscape requires 
more than isolated systems. It’s more than business as usual. Today, it’s critical to assess how 
platforms and trends integrate and converge. The need for IT is to become increasingly simple, 
smart and secure. The result? Rapid new service deployment, compelling customer experiences 
and organizational agility. Today is about shaping IT for the future. 
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Where will Fast IT take you?

It enables you to acquire and analyze the influx of data coming. It reduces complexity, allowing you 
to shift from focusing on cost to focusing on growth. It empowers you to make the best choices 
about where data and applications reside, and to protect those key assets wherever they are.

The IT leader who embraces these dynamic changes will thrive with the growth opportunities over 
the next decade. Because when you become faster, you are poised to capture the value of the 
Internet of Everything, and anything is possible.
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The Internet of 
Everything is here
The Internet of Everything relies on the interplay between cloud, mobility, security and data. 
These are the foundations that allow every business to compete and ready their networks for 
years to come. These underpinnings set the stage for driving business innovation.
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Cisco is pushing technology into the next decade

IT is becoming “the business” for all businesses in the 21st century. Businesses are relying upon 
their IT infrastructure to enhance customer relationships and drive efficiency and productivity. It is the 
platform for differentiation and growth. So having the right strategic partners is critical. 

Cisco has shaped the Internet and how the world connects. We’ve helped organizations of every 
size in every industry innovate and build platforms that create value and opportunity. Connecting the 
unconnected is in our DNA. It’s our history and it’s our future. No other company is as prepared as 
Cisco to help you innovate faster and take your business to the next level.

Today

IT is at the center of growth, security  
and efficiency in your business today.

Next Three Years 

Implementing strategies that make your  
IT architecture simpler, smarter and more  
secure will accelerate your ability to compete  
for the next several years.

Next Ten Years 

The Internet of Everything represents  
a completely connected world. Fast IT 
opens this massive opportunity for  
growth and innovation.

Looking ahead to a common IT vision

IT Fast IT
Internet of
Everything
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Leadership starts at the top

You can be a game-changer. Your knowledge, passion and quest for innovation can inspire  
and build an organization that is hyper-aware, predictive and adaptive. You can revolutionize the 
modern enterprise as we know it.

At each juncture along the way, Cisco is there to help make sense of quick-shifting trends in 
technology. We equip you with the right data, tools and insights to make smart decisions for your 
organization and secure the resources needed to take full advantage of the Internet of Everything 
and the world of opportunity that comes with it.

Adapting to the new 
digital landscape
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Harness the 19 trillion 
dollar potential
How today’s leaders prepare for the opportunities ahead

There is a huge amount at stake as we enter the Internet of Everything. As we connect  
people, processes, data and things, we are unlocking capabilities that have the potential  
to exceed anything we can imagine — shaping experiences, business models and all new  
growth opportunities. 

The following examples demonstrate how Cisco and our partners are working together  
to help organizations transform and innovate across a broad spectrum of industries.
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Helping more than 350,000 sick kids get healthy is no easy feat. Yet Children’s National Health 
System has found a way to do just that — in their own backyard in the Washington, D.C., metro area  
and in other locations in the U.S. and around the world. The answer is telehealth, an amazing way 
to connect patients with their doctors. And it’s made possible with the help of Cisco. Centralized 
management of health systems. Physician access to more than 100 telemedicine programs.  
Health-related educational program around the world. Even 24/7 care remotely from a doctor’s  
own home. Can you imagine helping an inner-city boy, suffering from asthma, who doesn’t have  
a way to get to the hospital quickly? Or checking in on a little girl halfway around the world in  
Qatar who is recovering from spinal surgery? Children’s Hospital can. And they rely on telehealth to  
make it happen. All to improve the lives of their young patients.

Case study:
Children’s National
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Case study:
Transwestern
How to stand out in an ultracompetitive commercial real estate market? That was the question 
posed by Transwestern, a leading real estate firm in Houston, Texas. The answer? Add innovative 
services to their huge, dual-tower Transwestern property. While a crown jewel for nearly 40 years, 
the Transwestern building had lost some of its glory. But it also had 95,000 sensors and data points 
connected within the property. Cisco and our partners saw an immediate opportunity to turn the 
structure into a “smart” building. Today, it’s a showcase for the Internet of Everything. Some of its 
features include automated temperature controls, digital signage and hi-def video conferencing.  
In addition, tenants can get new Internet access in nearly a day. This smart building opens a world 
of possibilities. Possibilities that will save Transwestern money. Help them attract new tenants.  
And make the tenant experience much more satisfying.
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Leaders don’t
They see 

see problems.
opportunities.
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New possibilities are 
waiting. For you.
Is your organization ready for this monumental shift across the technology landscape? Do you have 
the systems in place to capture your share of the $19 trillion opportunity that’s out there?

Explore the opportunities available for you, your business, industry and country at  
www.internetofeverything.com. 

You can also join Cisco executives at www.cisco.com/go/executives to learn more about how we’re 
helping today’s IT leaders innovate, compete and excel in this next generation of the digital age.

The Internet of Everything is here. Prepare to lead.
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